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Abstract

The ��calculus with synchronous output and mixed�guarded choices is strictly more

expressive than the ��calculus with asynchronous output and no choice� As a corol�

lary� Palamidessi recently proved that there is no fully compositional encoding from

the former into the latter that preserves divergence�freedom and symmetries� This

paper shows that there are nevertheless �good� encodings between these calculi�

In detail� we present a series of encodings for languages with ��� input�guarded

choice� �	� both input� and output�guarded choice� and �
� mixed�guarded choice�

and investigate them with respect to compositionality and divergence�freedom� The

�rst and second encoding satisfy all criteria� but various �good� candidates for the

third encoding�inspired by an existing distributed implementation�invalidate one

or the other criterion� While essentially con�rming Palamidessi�s result� our study

suggests that the combination of strong compositionality and divergence�freedom is

too strong for more practical purposes�

� Introduction

The invention of the ��calculus ���� by Milner� Parrow� and Walker� has trig�

gered a wide range of encodings of other calculi into it� due to its well�deve�

loped semantic theory� but also because of the similarities between encodings

and actual implementations by the use of name�passing� Soon the question

arose� which operators would be responsible for this surprisingly expressive

power of the original ��calculus� This paper contributes to the understanding

of the role of choice operators for the expressiveness of the ��calculus�

A widely�used method for measuring the relative expressiveness of cal�

culi is by �mutual	 encodings� A calculus is considered more expressive than

another� if it represents the target language of an encoding of the other cal�

culus� The meaningfulness of such propositions rests on the �syntactic and

semantic	 properties that are preserved and
or re�ected by the encoding� An
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example criterion for being a �good encoding is the popular notion of full

abstraction� in the context of process calculi� it requires that the equivalence

of terms is both preserved and re�ected �cf� Sangiorgi ����	� Of course� the

choice of equivalence is crucial� Weak bisimulation equivalences and congru�

ences have become prominent in this area� because they permit abstraction

from internal steps that might be added by an encoding� and also because

they provide handy proof techniques� Yet� weak bisimulation is not the only

interesting equivalence relation� in particular� it is insensitive to divergence�

Consequently� an encoding that uses in�nite loops may nevertheless be fully

abstract with respect to weak bisimulation� for stating that an encoding is

divergence�free� we need additional arguments �or a di�erent equivalence	� If

full abstraction can not be achieved for any known equivalences� then the mere

preservation of deadlock�� livelock�� or divergence�freedom may also indicate

that an encoding can be accepted as �good�

More traditional methods of measuring the expressiveness of models for

concurrency are by checking the existence of solutions for certain well�known

problems� e�g� algorithms for mutual exclusion ����� consensus ���� and leader

election ��� in symmetric distributed systems� or else by checking their Turing

power via the construction of random access machines ���� Here� a model

�possibly provided by a process calculus	 is considered more expressive than

another� if it provides solutions to more problems�

Many variations of the above�mentioned measures have been applied to

study the expressiveness of a whole family of name�passing process calculi�

Calculi with asynchronous name�passing like the ��calculus ���� and the cor�

responding variant of the choice�free ��calculus ��� have recently attracted par�

ticular interest� since they still have surprisingly expressive power� To study

their expressiveness relative to the original ��calculus ����� the existence of

�good encodings of operators for synchronous output and guarded choice �we

are not concerned with matching operators	 is investigated� Figure � summa�

rizes the respective results that are known from the literature� on which we

comment in the following paragraphs� The subscripts a and s denote calculi

with asynchronous and synchronous output� respectively� whereas the super�

scripts inp� sep� and mix denote� which kind of guarded choice is contained

in the language� input�guarded� separate �choices with either only input� or

only output�guards	� or mixed�

Synchronous output can be encoded by means of asynchronous output us�

ing explicit acknowledgement channels� Boudol ��� provided an encoding from

�s into �a and proved its correctness as adequacy �just the re�ection part of full

abstraction	 with respect to Morris�style contextual congruence� Honda ����

gave a more e�cient �in terms of number of low�level steps needed for im�

plementing one high�level step	 encoding and showed correctness as adequacy

with respect to some weak bisimulation� and as preservation of satisfaction for

logical formulae via an embedding of a modal logic�

Choice operators play a crucial role in assessing the expressiveness of the
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Fig� �� Encodings for choice and synchrony in the ��calculus

original �synchronous	 ��calculus and its asynchronous descendants� since they

are usually present in the former� but not ������ �or only restricted ���	 in

the latter� Nestmann and Pierce showed in ���� that at least input�guarded

choice can be encoded into �a and proven to be fully abstract with respect to

weak bisimulation ������ for an encoding with in�nite loops� and fully abstract

with respect to coupled simulation for a divergence�free encoding� However�

Palamidessi proved that there is no uniform encoding from �
mix

s
into �a that

preserves a reasonable semantics� In other words� it is impossible to encode

mixed�guarded choice with only asynchronous name�passing� when imposing

Palamidessis criteria�

uniform means� according to Palamidessi �����

�� ��P 	 �� �����P ��	 ��	

��P� jP� �� � ��P� �� j ��P� �� ��	

where � denotes an injective renaming function� While the �rst condition

merely requires that the candidate encoding be compatible with the renam�

ing of free channels� the second condition represents the requirement that

an encoding of mixed�guarded choice should be �truly distributed� in the

sense that it is not allowed to have a mediating process M � as in

��P� jP� �� � ��x�� � � � � xn	 � ��P� �� j M j ��P� �� 	 ��	

which could monitor parallel activities via the internal names x�� � � � � xn�

reasonable means� according to Palamidessi ����� �We call reasonable a

semantics which distinguishes two processes P and Q whenever in some

computation of P the actions on certain intended channels are di�erent

from those in any computation of Q�� This notion includes sensitivity to

�
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divergence since an action on an intended channel in some computation

of P is required to happen in any computation of Q� so in�nite loops in

computations of Q that do not mention the intended action are detected�

Palamidessis impossibility theorem for encodings of mixed choice is a corol�

lary of a formal separation result between �mix

s
and �a �and also �

sep

s
	� Similar

to previous work of Boug�e within CSP ���� it is based on the ability or inabil�

ity of the calculi to express leader election algorithms in symmetric networks

�here� of ��calculus processes	� Such algorithms require the ability to break

symmetries in communication graphs� like the atomic agreement of two pro�

cesses between two values �e�g� the process id of the leader	� �mix

s
can break

such symmetries� e�g� in the parallel composition of �symmetric choices

P
�
� Q

def
� y� � ����P�  y� � �x��P�

�
� y� � �x��Q�  y� � ����Q� ��	

where symmetry means that the program code of P and Q is identical under

structural congruence and renaming of process ids modulo �� we end up with

either of the asymmetric systems P�jQ�f
��xg or P�f

��xgjQ�� In contrast� the

above symmetric system could not be written in �a since mixed�guarded choice
is not a part of this language� Instead� corresponding

systems with concurrently enabled input� and output�

actions �see the diagram aside for a process which mim�

ics the behavior of the above P 	 would behave under

the regime of a con�uence property� Here� since both

P and the corresponding Q would behave con�uently�

the symmetry of P jQ would be preserved under com�

P
y� � ���

����
��
��
�� y� � �x�

��
AA

AA
AA

AA

P�

y� � �x�
��
AA

AA
AA

AA
P�

y� � ���
����
��
��
��

P �

putation� i�e� no leader could be elected �an attempt for leader election in �a
would go on for an in�nite amount of time� while leader election in �s succeeds

in �nite time	� Since encodings that satisfy Palamidessis uniformity require�

ments preserve symmetry of networks� and since �reasonable semantics are

divergence�sensitive� the impossibility result can be derived�

There has been remarkable interest in concurrent programming languages

that include mixed choice for channel�based synchronous communication� as

exempli�ed with Concurrent ML ���� and Facile ����� Despite Palamidessis

impossibility result� there also exist algorithms for the distributed implemen�

tation of such languages� and in particular of mixed choice� e�g� by Bern�

stein ���� Buckley and Silberschatz �!� and Knabe ����� which all have been

proven"although rather informally"to be correct or� at least� to be deadlock�

free� � The question arises how these practically satisfactory implementations

relate to Palamidessis impossibility result� It is worthwhile to ask� whether

the criteria of uniformity and reasonableness are adequate or� maybe� too

strong in that the above implementations invalidate them� �

� It has only recently ��
 years later�� turned out that the algorithm presented by Buckley

and Silberschatz in �� is not deadlock�free ���� This emphasizes the need for more formal

analysis of distributed implementations and� in particular� of guarded choice�
� Note also that all of the previous encodings in Figure � satisfy Palamidessi�s criteria� with

�
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This paper sheds more light on the correctness of distributed implemen�

tations of choice by formally studying choice encodings �apart from unifor�

mity	 with respect to the preservation of deadlock�� divergence�� and livelock�

freedom� These properties are tightly related to Palamidessis criteria� but

they seem more precise than requiring to �preserve a reasonable semantics�

Overview of the paper

First� we introduce the formal ��calculus framework for our study �x�	� Then�

quickly recalling the uniform encoding of input�guarded choice of ����� we

extend it to a uniform encoding of output�guards in the context of separate

choices �x�	� For this case� we show how to prove important �reasonable prop�

erties like deadlock� and divergence�freedom� By the attempt to smoothly

reuse this encoding for the case of choices with mixed guards �x�	� we ex�

pose the inherent problems of deadlock by cyclic waiting and �incestuous self�

communication� To overcome these problems� we propose various solutions�

which� however� invalidate either uniformity or reasonableness� One successful

possibility for an encoding of mixed choice is �nally suggested by restricting

the source and� at the same time� extending the target language� Finally �x�	�

we o�er some possible interpretations of our work�

Due to lack of space� proofs are only sketched and many de�nitions are

omitted� some of the more detailed material as well as some comments on full

abstraction results for choice encodings can be found in the Appendix�

� Technical Preliminaries

We introduce various polyadic ��calculi ��#� as source and target languages�

Let N be a countable set of names� and let $x denote a �nite tuple x�� � � � � xn

of names� The source languages S	 with % � fmix� sep� inpg are de�ned by�

P ��� N
	

�
� P jP

�
� ��y	P

�
� y �� �$x� � P

N
mix ���

P

i�I

�i�Pi with � ��� y � �$z�
�
� y � �$x�

N
sep ���

P

i�I

yi � �$xi��Pi

�
� P

i�I

yi � �$zi��Pi

N
inp ���

P

i�I

yi � �$xi��Pi

�
� y � �$z�

where x� y� z � N� and I ranges over �nite sets of indices i� The languages S	

are polyadic versions of �mix
s

� �sep
s

� and �
inp
a

� respectively� of Figure ��

one exception� the dotted arrow from �
inp
a

to �a indicates that one of the encodings studied

in ��� is uniform and fully abstract� but not reasonable� this is due to in�nite loops that

were necessary to achieve full abstraction with respect to weak bisimulation� otherwise full

abstraction could only be proved with respect to the weaker notion of coupled simulation�
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S
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�S
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z
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S
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z
�
xg

T � if $z � N then y � �$x��P j y � �$z� ��Pf

z
�
xg

T � test y then P else Q j y � �t� ��P

T � test y then P else Q j y � �f� ��Q

if P ��P
� then ��x	P �� ��x	P �

if P ��P
� then Q jP ��Q jP

�

ifP � Q ��Q
�
� P

� then P ��P
�

P j Q�Q j P ��y	 ��x	P � ��x	 ��y	P

P j �QjR	� �P jQ	 j R ��y	P j Q� ��y	 �P jQ	 if y �� fn�Q	

Fig� 	� Reduction relation � structural congruence

The informal semantics of parallel composition and restriction is as usual�

In choices� we use an output guard y � �$z��P to denote the emission of names $z

along channel y before behaving as P � and an input guard y � �$x��P to denote

the reception of arbitrary names $z along channel y and afterwards behaving

as Pf
z�
xg� which denotes the simultaneous substitution of all free occurrences

of names $x by the received names $z� while silently performing ��conversion�

wherever necessary� A replicated input guard y �� �$x� � P denotes a process that

allows us to spawn o� arbitrary instances of the form Pf

z
�
xg in parallel by

repeatedly receiving names $z along channel y� We use N�  N� to abbreviate

binary choice �commutative and associative	� and � to denote empty choice�

The target language T is then de�ned as replacing N
	 with just asyn�

chronous output� i�e� messages� and only single input�pre�xes instead of choice

P ��� y � �$z�
�
�

y � �$x��P
�
�

P jP

�
� ��y	P

�
�

y �� �$x� � P

and� thus� is a polyadic version of �a� Here� � can be de�ned by ��x	 �x � ��	�

For the sake of readability� we use primitive boolean names t� f � B and

conditional operators test y then P else Q for destructively reading and test�

ing the current �boolean	 value on channel y� The above conditional is an

abbreviation of y � �x� � if x then P else Q with the usual meaning of if� which

is only de�ned� if the name received for x is a boolean� For T with booleans�

we require x� y � N� while z � V �� N � B � Note that the boolean primitives

can be cleanly encoded into the intended target language T �cf� ����	�

The formal semantics for the languages S	 and T is presented in Figure �

as a reduction relation �� �with re�exive�transitive closure �		 on struc�

tural congruence classes �silently including ��conversion	� The only di�erence

among the languages is in the rules for communication� which arise from the

�
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��P� j P� ��
def
� ��P� �� j ��P� ��

�� ��x	P ��
def
� ��x	 ��P ��

��
P

i�I

�i�Pi ��
def
� ��l	 � l � �t� j

Q

i�I

�� �i�Pi ��l 	

Fig� 
� Encoding scheme S	� T

di�erent kinds of choices and receptors� With Milner ��#�� we assume that all
processes are well�typed according to the correct use of polyadic channels� i�e�
matching senders and receivers always have the same expectation about the
arity or the boolean type of transmitted values�

� Implementing Separate Choice

Intuitively� branches in a guarded choice may be seen as individual� but con�
currently available processes that have to synchronize each others progress by
mutual exclusion� Reminiscent of distributed implementations� we should use
parallel composition to express this concurrent activity of branches�

The encoding scheme in Figure � implements choice�states as boolean mes�
sages on private channels l� so�called locks� t means that no branch in the
current choice has yet been chosen� f means the contrary �so the initial value
must be t	� Whenever �an encoding of	 a branch wants to proceed� it must
test its associated lock� it must also explicitly reset the lock after having tested
it in order to enable competing branches to also test the choices state� We
use the scheme for several encodings� Instead of presenting them all at once�
and studying their properties afterwards� we proceed stepwise� which allows
us to emphasize their di�erences� Uniformity ���� is guaranteed by the com�
positional encoding of parallel composition and restriction �see Appendix A	�

��� Input�Guarded Choice

According to ����� input�guarded choice can be encoded as shown in Figure �
and �� The only non�trivial case is for input�guards� after receiving a value
from the environment� the name l is used to test whether the current guard
is allowed to proceed �by reading t from l	� or whether it has to be aborted
�by reading f from l	 and obliged to resend the received value� The encoding

�� y � �$z� ��
def
� y � �$z�

�� y � �$x��P ��l
def
� y � �$x� � test l then � l � �f� j ��P �� 	 else � l � �f� j y � �$x� 	

�� y �� �$x� � P ��
def
� y �� �$x� � ��P ��

Fig� �� Sinp� T
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obeys strong invariant properties on the use of locks�

� �On each lock� at most one message may ever be available at any time��

This guarantee implements locking� which enables mutual exclusion�

� �Each reader of a lock eventually writes back to the lock��

This obligation enables the correct abortion of non�chosen branches�

It is crucial for the correctness that send�requests that do not lead to com�

munication"because of the receiver being aborted"are resent� i�e� possibly

passed on to another receiver waiting on the same channel� Furthermore� abor�

tion would not be handled correctly� were we not guaranteed that� once read�

lock l eventually becomes available �again	 with message f� This encoding pre�

serves a �reasonable semantics since it is fully abstract with respect to coupled

simulation� which implies deadlock�freedom� and it is also divergence�free�

��� Output�Guarded Choice

If output is blocking� i�e� guarding some behavior that is only enabled if the

output was successful� then synchronization is no longer local to the receivers

choice� The idea is �cf� Figure �	 that a sender asynchronously transmits its

values $z together with a private acknowledgement channel a� which can be

used just once by some matching receiver to signal either success or failure�

i�e� either enabling the senders continuation to proceed� or to abort it� Since

output�guards are also branches in a choice whose state must be tested� its

lock r is� in addition to $z and a� transmitted to some matching receiver that

then performs the required choice�test�

Input�guards� revisited � � �

The encoding is more elaborate due to the increased information that is trans�

mitted by send�requests� Firstly� there are now two locks that have to be tested

�� y � �$z��P ��r
def
� ��a	 � y � �r� a� $z� j test a then ��P �� else � 	

�� y � �$x��P ��l
def
� ��b	 �b � �� j b �� �� �

y � �r� a� $x��

test l

then test r

then l � �f� j r � �f� j a � �t� j ��P ��

else l � �t� j r � �f� j a � �f� j b � ��

else l � �f� j y � �r� a� $x� 	

�� y �� �$x� � P ��
def
� y �� �r� a� $x� � test r then r � �f� j a � �t� j ��P �� else r � �f� j a � �f�

Fig� �� Ssep
� T

!
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in some order� In Figure �� we chose to test the local lock l �rst� and only in

the case of a positive outcome to test the remote lock r� �This particular order

is useful in an actual distributed implementation� where remote communica�

tion is usually much more expensive than local communication�	 Secondly�

we have to use the acknowledgement channel correctly� which means that a

positive acknowledgement may only be sent if both locks were tested posi�

tively� Thirdly� in the case that the test of senders choice�lock was negative�

we must not resend the send�request"instead� and only if the test of the re�

ceivers choice�lock was positive� we have to restart the receiver process from

the beginning by allowing it �and its competitors	 to try other send�requests�

In Figure �� this is implemented by recursively sending a trigger�signal to a

replicated input process on b that represents the receiver�loops entry point�

In order to match the protocol of synchronous outputs� the encoding of

input�guarded replication has to check the senders lock� and based on its

value either to commit and trigger a copy� or to abort the sender�

Deadlock�freedom

An encoding is deadlock�free� if it does not add deadlocks to the behavior of

terms� a deadlock that occurs in �some derivative of	 an encoded term results

from a deadlock occurring in �some derivative of	 the original term�

To prove this property� we take advantage of type information for the

channels that are added in the encoding� We re�ne channel types according

to Kobayashis classi�cation ����� which distinguishes between reliable and

unreliable channels� The following three types of channels are reliable�

� linear channels� which can can and must be used exactly once �like our

acknowledgement channels a	�

� replicated input channels� whose input ends must not occur more than once�

but whose output ends may be used arbitrarily often �like our restart chan�

nels b	� and

� mutex channels� which are to guarantee exactly the invariants of lock chan�

nels l that we mentioned previously on page !�

Kobayashi also developed a typing system that provides a behavioral property

for well�typed processes� every �immediate	 deadlock can only be caused by

unreliable channels� A subject reduction theorem extends the proposition to

deadlocks that may ever occur in derivatives of well�typed processes�

As indicated above� every channel that is added by our choice encodings�

is reliable� Since we can further show that every encoded term is well�typed

with respect to Kobayashis type system �when regarding every source�level

channel as unreliable	� we already get the desired proposition�

Proposition ��� S
sep
� T is deadlock�free�

Proof� By type�checking� Some details can be found in Appendix B� �

#
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Divergence�freedom

An encoding is divergence�free� if it does not add divergent behavior to terms�

an in�nite loop that occurs in �some derivative of	 an encoded term results
from an in�nite loop occurring in �some derivative of	 the original term�

Proposition ��� S
sep
� T is divergence�free�

Proof� The only possibility for an encoding to add an in�nite loop would

be in the translation of input�guards since it is only there that we are using
replication� In order to trigger a copy of this replication� three conditions

must be met� ��	 the receivers lock must still contain t� ��	 a matching send�

request must be consumed from the environment� and ��	 this senders lock

must contain f� However� in this situation� by �looping back the consumed

message will not be given back to the system"in other words� the systems
state is decreased� This cannot be done in�nitely often unless an in�nite

number of matching send�requests is produced� This� in turn� is only possible
by using replication� e�g� by ��x	 �x � �� j x �� �� � �x � �� j � � �y � �$z� � � �		� but then�

due to the encoding of replicated input� this replication of messages must have

been already present in the source language� �

� Implementing Mixed Choice

The na&'ve attempt is to simply reuse the encoding for separate choices as

is for encoding mixed choices� which seems sensible at �rst� because in both

cases all input� and output�guards are branches in choices� However� we are

faced with two sources of potential deadlock in the mixed setting� one is for
the symmetric term P jQ �� y� � ����P�  y� � �x��P�

�
� y� � �x��Q�  y� � ����Q�

of equation � in the Introduction� the other is for I �� y � �z��P  y � �x��Q�

The deadlock situations may become clear from a spatial representation�

y�

		�

�

�

�
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�

�

�

Q
w


�

�

�

�

I

��

y
dd

y�
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In process ��P jQ ��� imagine the situation� where both receivers for y� and y�
have input the matching request� and afterwards successfully tested their own

choice�lock� here� both have to wait for their respective senders choice�lock to
become available again� but neither of them will do� so both receivers remain

blocked forever� This symmetric cyclic�wait situation is very similar to the

classical �dining philosophers problem ����� where several �in our case� two	
processes compete for mutually exclusive access to forks �locks	�

In process �� I ��� the senders request on y could be consumed by the compet�
ing receiver branch� which results in a deadlock situation� because the receiver

would try to test the same lock twice� which is impossible�

��
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��� Breaking the symmetry	 a 
bakery� algorithm

In Distributed Computing� one method to resolve cyclic dependencies among

processes is by using time�outs or probabilistic algorithms for the attempt to

acquire some lock� but then we face the problem of in�nite loops �although so�

lutions exist that guarantee progress with probability � ����	� Another method�

known from the distributed implementation of concurrent languages� is ex�

ploiting a total order among the threads in the system by� for example� always

choosing the lock of the smaller thread �rst ���!����� Then� the above symmet�

ric cyclic�wait situation is immediately prevented since both receivers choose

the same thread as the �rst to interrogate� Note that under a total order

assumption symmetric networks according to ���� do not exist�

���P ���
def
� ��c	 � c � ���� j ��P ��c 	

��P� j P� ��
c def

� ��P� ��
c j ��P� ��

c

�� ��x	P ��c
def
� ��x	 ��P ��c

��
P

i�I

�i�Pi ��
c def

� c � �n��
�
c � �n ��

�
� ��l	 � l � �t� j

Q

i�I

�� �i�Pi ��
c

n�l
	
�

�� y � �$z��P ��c
n�l

def
� ��a	 � y � �n� l� a� $z� j test a then ��P ��c else � 	

�� y � �$x��P ��c
n�l

def
� ��b	 � b � �� j b �� �� �

y � �m� r� a� $x��

if n�m then � y � �m� r� a� $x� j b � �� 	 else

if n�m

then test l

then test r

then r � �f� j l � �f� j a � �t� j ��P ��c

else r � �f� j l � �t� j a � �f� j b � ��

else l � �f� j y � �m� r� a� $x�

else test r

then test l

then r � �f� j l � �f� j a � �t� j ��P ��c

else r � �t� j l � �f� j y � �m� r� a� $x�

else r � �f� j a � �f� j b � �� 	

�� y �� �$x� � P ��c
def
� y �� �n� r� a� $x� � test r then r � �f� j a � �t� j ��P ��c

else r � �f� j a � �f�

Fig� �� Smix
� T
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The ��calculus itself does not directly provide total ordering information

as required for modelling the choice protocols described above� However� we

may program a number server� which can be interrogated to provide unique

global numbers when required� reminiscent of Lamports bakery algorithm

�cf� ����	� Natural numbers as well as comparison operators can be easily

encoded in the ��calculus ��#�� For convenience� we add them explicitly� let

if n�m then P� else P� be a comparison operator� where m�n � N are integer

names� and let now z � V �� N � B � N in the grammar of T�

A single globally accessible channel c su�ces to implement a bakery al�

gorithm for our purposes� However� this channel must not be accessible by

external processes� which might possibly violate the numbering mechanism�

Therefore� an encoding according to this programming scheme �see Figure �	

must appear as a two�level de�nition� an internal compositional encoding

�fully compositional according to ����	 that is parameterized on the global

channel� equipped with a top�level context that protects the global counting

mechanism and restricts access to the translations of the original processes�

At the top�level� c is initialized with some integer value and passed on as

a parameter to the inner compositional encoding �� ��c� Essentially� c is only

used� when a thread enters a choice point �our �bakery	� There� it is dynam�

ically equipped with a globally unique number n� Immediately incrementing

the counter� this number is transmitted as an additional parameter of the

threads send requests and used later on in the protocol of the receivers�

Figure � shows that the protocol for separate choice can be adapted to

mixed choice in a straightforward way� the protocol has two di�erent strands

of actions based on the ordering of the locks� but the basic ideas for the cases

of committing� aborting
restarting� and resending are the same�

Deadlock�freedom�

The encoding is deadlock�free� since we ��	 prevent cyclic waiting on locks

by using a variant of the bakery algorithm� and ��	 deal with �incestuous

communication by checking equality n�m of the requests ids� such that an

unintended send�request is resent and the receivers loop is restarted� Kn�

abes graph�based proof sketch ���� for deadlock�freedom of his implementa�

tion could be adapted to the current setting� For an extension of Kobayashis

typing system ���� to cope with the encoding see Appendix B�

Uniformity Divergence�freedom Livelock�freedom�

The encoding ��� ��� �with top�level	 is not uniform since ���P jQ ��� �� ���P ���j���Q ���

�see also Appendix A	� whereas the mere inner encoding �� ��c is uniform� The

encoding is not divergence�free due to the way we avoid deadlocks in the case

of �incestuous self�communication in the n�m clause� a senders request may

be re�consumed again and again� However� the encoding is still livelock�free�

since for every enabled matching competitor of an incestuous pair of branches

it is always� i�e� again and again� possible to stop the self�communication�

��
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��� 
Good� Variants

Randomization	 implies even more divergence� but � � �

If we emphasize deadlock�freedom and uniformity� while accepting a fair degree

of divergence� we add undo�loops to the encoding� similar to the ones in ��������

instead of choosing a �xed order for testing the locks� we may test them

nondeterministically in either order �e�g� by input�guarded choice	 and allow

�rst�phase locks to be given back� if the second�phase is currently not available

�cf� ����	� Thus� we could avoid a global number server� while retaining the

properties of uniformity and livelock�freedom� deadlocks would be prevented

with probability � under fair execution�

Dealing with 
incestuous� self�communication

A quick solution would de�ne the source language such that �incestuous self�

communication in mixed choices is allowed� similar to the self�communication

in output pre�xes in Milners synchronous ��calculus� as observed by Bellin

and Scott �#�� A deadlock� and divergence�free encoding of this triggers the

continuation processes in the n�m clause of the receivers protocol�

A practical solution would implement a channel as a process collecting send

and receive requests on queues� It would only then consider two matching

requests as candidates to enter the communication protocol� if they belong to

di�erent choices� as in Knabes approach ����� Such implementations are not

uniform �see Appendix A	� but deadlock� and divergence�free�

Another practically motivated solution is due to the observation that� in

distributed systems� it is often the case that on each channel there is only one

receiver waiting� This can be exploited for both for implementation and rea�

soning �see the work on the join�calculus ������� a variant of the asynchronous

��calculus	� We could also pro�t from a unique�receiver property� �incest

can then be avoided without divergence by simply throwing away the critical

send�request since no other receiver could be waiting�

Bakery primitive

If we had an extended target language ��

a
with a binding primitive ��n	P for

creating totally ordered identi�ers n in process P � then our bakery algorithm

could be programmed in a �uniform way without the need of a top�level�

hhP
i�I

�i�Pi

ii
def
� ��n	��l	 � l � �t� j

Q
i�I

�� �i�Pi ��n�l 	

The actual identity of n is not important� it only matters that every pair �n�m	

of di�erent identi�ers is totally ordered� Assuming the �bakery primitive in

the target language and either a unique�receiver property or admissible self�

communication in the source language� we can give uniform encodings

�

mix�

s
� �

�

a

��
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which are deadlock� and divergence�free� according to the previous remarks�

Note that such encoding will not preserve the symmetry of networks� as nec�

essary for Palamidessis impossibility argumentation� because the target lan�

guage is intrinsically asymmetric due to the totally ordering �bakery primitive�

� Conclusion

The encodings presented in this paper should exhibit how to abstractly model

distributed implementations of guarded choice within the asynchronous ��cal�

culus� Prompted by Palamidessis work ����� we emphasized the problematic

case of mixed choice by developing �rst the quite simpler encoding for separate

choice� Whereas this case satis�es all of Palamidessis required properties� the

transition to encodings for mixed choice bears all of the awkwardnesses� Two

sources of potential deadlock are identi�ed� cyclic waiting on lock channels

and �incestuous self�communication� In order to cope with them� we pointed

out that either uniformity or divergence�freedom must be dropped� if we want

to stay within the chosen framework� thus con�rming Palamidessis negative

result� However� we motivated that slight changes to the framework would

allow us to overcome the impossibility�

Since our encodings of mixed choice and the proposed variants in x� can

be seen as abstractions of practically �good distributed implementations �����

one interpretation of our work might be an evaluation of whether Palami�

dessis criteria are too strong for practical purposes� It was pointed out quite

early ���� that probabilistic solutions"with divergence� but without livelock

and with progress probability �"might be practical� although they are not

reasonable in ����� On the other hand� the standard way of implementing

channel managers as autonomous threads �����!� contradicts the requirement

of uniformity� if open systems are considered� As our work shows� relaxing

uniformity by admitting a top�level context or relaxing reasonableness to ad�

mit some fair degree of well�behaved divergence would turn many practically

motivated encodings theoretically �good�
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A Channel managers are not uniform

Distributed implementations of channel�based communication usually employ

so�called channel manager processes CHAN�y	 for mediating between the ac�

tivities of senders and receivers on channel y� Often� this is done by collecting

send� and receive�requests in queues and running the synchronization protocol

only if a pair of complementary requests is found ��������!��

In ��calculus encodings� the creation of channel managers would have to

take place at the moment the corresponding channel name is created�

�� ��y	P ��
def
� ��y	

�
��P �� j CHAN�y	

�

��
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However� free names in process terms would� in their encoding� have to be

supplied explicitly with their managers at the top�level of encodings�

���P ���
def
� ��P ��

�
�
�

Q

x�fn�P �

CHAN�x	

This� in turn� con�icts with Palamidessis requirement of uniformity� since the

equation ���P ��� j ���Q ��� � ���P j Q ��� does not hold in general� because a free

name shared by P and Q would be provided with two competing managers

on the left side� but only one �as intended	 on the right side� For this reason�

e�g� encodings with �centralized channel managers are not uniform�

Consequently� if we want to stick to �uniformity� we either have to restrict

ourselves to closed process terms with no observable behavior at all� or we

have to leave the encoding of restriction as

�� ��y	P ��
def
� ��y	 ��P ��

and distribute the functionality of channel managers� if possible� over all places

where channels are used� as is exempli�ed in the encodings of x� and x��

B Type�checking deadlock�freedom

B�� Types for reliable channels

We sketch Kobayashis notion ���� of channel types pm�T�� � � � � Tn�
t with po�

larity p � fI� Og for denoting input and output capabilities� multiplicity m �
f�� 
�M� 	g for classifying channels� arity n� and time tag t�

The multiplicity of a channel constrains its usage according to capabilities

and obligations� linear ��	 channels can and must be used once for input

and once for output� replicated�input �
	 channels can be used in exactly one

replicated input�pre�x� but arbitrarily often for sending� mutex �M	 channels

have to be supplied with some value immediately after creation� and a reader

of some mutex channel is obliged to eventually resend some value� thus� at

any time� there is at most one message in the system� unreliable �		 channels

can be used arbitrarily with the exception of replicated input�pre�xes� A

channel is also called reliable if it is not unreliable� basically� every process

that communicates on a reliable channel will eventually �nd its communication

partner� We use the abbreviations j �� fg� ��� fOg� ��� fIg� and l�� fI� Og�

Kobayashi introduces a type system for a calculus very similar to our T

with boolean primitives �B as base type� and if instead of test	 and a typed

restriction operator� Let ( be a list of typing assumptions for names� and 
a strict partial order on time tags� A judgement (� � P intuitively means

��	 P uses only the capabilities speci�ed in (� ��	 P ful�lls all the obligations

speci�ed by (� and ��	 P obeys the ordering speci�ed in  in ful�lling the

obligations� Time tags t are used within the typing rules to express constraints

��
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l� r � lM �B � a � l��B � b � l���

y � �� �T � ��
def
� l���M �B �� �� �B �� ��T ��� in T� if y � �T � in S

Fig� B��� Types for Ssep
� T

on the order of using reliable channels� Type�checking then consists in �rst

constructing a type derivation tree� and secondly trying to solve the ordering

constraints along that tree according to the typing rules� With �����

Theorem B�� �Immediate deadlock� Suppose (� � P and P ��� then

P either has ��� a pending communication on some unreliable channel� or

��� a pending communication on some half�used linear channel� or ��� every

pending communication in P is either a mutex message or a replicated input�

Since subject reduction holds� this theorem guarantees that during reduction

of well�typed processes no deadlock can ever occur on reliable channels�

B�� Separate choice

In order to prove deadlock�freedom for the encoding of separate choice in Fig�

ure �� we take advantage of the type information for the channels that are

used in the encoding� in Figure B��� we assume a simple polyadic type system

�a structural variant of Milner ��#�� extended with boolean�typed names� this

can be seen as Kobayashis system by stripping o� polarity� multiplicity� and

time tags	 for the source language and that all source terms under investiga�

tion are well�typed according to it� Each of the channels that are added by

the encoding has a reliable type� In contrast� every high�level channel is re�

garded as unreliable� and its type is appropriately enhanced to carry additional

information according to its use in encoded terms� a low�level send�request

on a high�level channel y carries the input�end for some mutex lock channel

��M �B �	 and the output�end for some linear acknowledgement channel ����B �	
as additional parameters� For the typed encoding� we get�

Proposition B�� For all S � S
sep� there are ( and  such that (� � ��S ���

Proof� By �inductive	 type�checking along the structure of S� The critical

case is S � P�jP�� We assume that we have type derivations for (i�i � ��Pi ���

In order to get (� � ��P�jP� ��� we need to �nd  as a consistent merge of the

time tag orderings i �especially for the critical mutex channels	� �

The intuition of well�typed processes is that deadlocks can only occur on un�

reliable channels� so we also know that deadlocks can only occur on high�level

channels� every deadlock in some derivative originates from some deadlock

already present in the source language�

Corollary B�� S
sep � T is deadlock�free�

�!
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B�� Mixed choice

In analogy to the discussion on deadlock by cyclic waiting� the type�checker for

deadlock�freedom fails� when trying to reuse the encoding for separate choice

in the case of mixed choice� In type�checking the example ��P jQ ��� there is no

ordering for the use of the two choice�locks that can be used consistently on

both sides of the parallel composition �cf� proof sketch of Proposition B��	�

Although Kobayashis system is not complete� i�e� it rejects processes that are

deadlock�free� in our case the rejection is correct as indicated in x��

If we wanted to use his system to type�check the encoding for mixed choice

in Figure �� we would need to extend the system to deal with natural numbers�

Then� we would need rules for checking consistency of the constraints on the

time tag ordering on critical channels with the occurrences of the conditional

operator� in contrast to Kobayashis rules� we would need to allow the two

strands of a conditional to be typed according two di�erent time tag orderings�

The study of the feasibility of such a system is left for future work�

C Full abstraction�

C�� Separate choice

For the same reason that the encodings �s � �a have not been fully abstract

with respect to weak bisimulation ����� also the encoding for the ��calcu�

lus with separate choice is not� the atomicity of guarding outputs is visibly

broken into a send�request and an acknowledgement reception� Consequently�

whereas the processes y � ���y � ���� and y � ���� j y � ���� are weakly bisimilar� their

translations are not� �In contrast� the breaking up of atomicity into two low�

level steps in the encoding of input�guarded choice was not visible since the

second step was always internally bound� thus not visible to the outside�	

Nevertheless� it is instructive to formalize some notion of bisimulation�like

equivalence that is suitable for dealing with� i�e� equating� derivatives of intu�

itively equivalent encoded terms� The main problem is that after simulating

P
�i�Pi

�k
��

�

��

Pk
�

��hhP
�i�Pi

ii
���k ��

����Pk �� j
��P

�i�Pi

��
k

�
� ��Pk ��

the choice for branch k with a sequence of low�level steps �indicated as �� �k ��	

there is some active non�chosen �garbage Gk �indicated above as the under�

lined remainder of the encoded choice after choosing k	 in the system that

is running in parallel with the intended encoding ��Pk �� of the continuation of

the chosen branch� For the encoding of input�guarded choice ����� we have

found that an asynchronous observation principle ������ yields the appropri�

ate notion since it allows us to garbage�collect processes that do nothing else

�#
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than resending �after a while	 every message that they consume� With output�

guards� non�chosen branches may still perform asynchronously visible outputs�

which"according to their lock�information"are not valid�

In order to �bend weak bisimulation for our application� we motivate a

variant of barbed congruence ���� that captures an adequate notion of obser�

vation� As usual� it consists of reduction bisimulation� the formulation of an

observation predicate and a closure under contexts� Note that every visible

activity of a term P that is reachable via reduction from some term ��S �� is

on some high�level channel� since the use of low�level channels l� r� a� b is re�

stricted� Moreover� as in ����� we only rely on the observation of outputs�

However� not every output on a high�level channel for P is �valid since its

choice might already be resolved� Every receiver of such an output will even�

tually know the state f of the choice� For the example Gk� no output at all is

valid� By analysis of the encoding� we get that for every possible output

P � ��l� a� $x	 � y � �l� a� $z� j )P 	
��l�a�
x�
z� y � �l�a�
z�
�������������� ��$x��$x � $z		 )P

we can always �nd a message on the mutex channel l that is mentioned in

the output such that we can syntactically check by )P � l � �b� j *P � whether the

output was valid �b � t	 or not �b � f	�

We de�ne %�barbs P�	y if P � ��l� a� $x	 � y � �l� a� $z� j l � �t� j *P 	 for some *P �

and P�	
y if P �	 P �

�
	
y for some P �� Since the internal names l� a become free

after an observed output on some high�level channel� we require that a context

behaves according to the protocol of the encoded terms� As in ��!�� we cannot

expect correct behavior within alien contexts� so we enforce the requirements

to %�contexts only� i�e� contexts occurring in �� ���encodings of Ssep�terms�

De�nition C�� A relationR is a %�barbed simulation� if �P�Q	 � R implies

� If P �� P �� then there is Q �	 Q� with �P �� Q�	 � R�
� If P�	y � then Q�	

y �

and vice versa� Two processes are %�barbed bisimilar� written P
�


� Q� if there

is some symmetric %�barbed simulation with �P�Q	 � R� they are %�barbed

congruent� written P 
� Q� if C�P �
�


� C�Q� for all %�contexts C�

It would be interesting to investigate� whether some form of typed observation

could replace the somewhat delicate notion of %�barb and %�context� Basi�

cally� it should be captured by the notion of well�typed context composition

whether some context respects an expected protocol and whether some output

of some process is considered valid� However� the expected protocols for our

choice encodings not only require that the pure typing aspects of Kobayashis

reliable channels are respected� but also that the boolean values on the lock

channels are correctly handled by some reader of a lock in the context� This

means that value�dependencies� although of a rather simple nature� would

have to be included in the �type system� Work in that direction is not yet

��
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known to the author� but some extension of �����#� seems worth pursuing�

As a �rst promising step towards full abstraction� we have�

Lemma C�� �Garbage�
��P

�i�Pi

��
k


� �

Yet� we do not get full abstraction for the standard weak barbed congruence�

denoted �� in S and %�barbed congruence 
� in T� as

for all S�� S� � S � S� � S� i� ��S� �� 
� ��S� ���

does not hold because atomic commitments are implemented by gradual com�

mitments"we may expect to have full abstraction for some %�barbed coupled

congruence� i�e� a coupled pair of %�closed %�barbed simulations �cf� ����	�

C�� Mixed choice

The de�nition of barbs of the previous subsection was su�cient� because

sender�locks are always checked in the second place� i�e� after successfully

testing the receivers lock� so testing a senders lock immediately causes its

re�set �Figure �	� If we changed the order of checking locks in �� �� � �sep
s

� T�

there would be situations� where the required mutex message is not available�

For example� in �� u � �x��K  y � �x��P j y � �z��Q  w � �v��R �� let the sender

and receiver on y have exchanged the send�request and the receiver checked

the senders lock� In that situation� it cannot be observed directly� i�e� from

the syntax of the �encoded	 term� whether the possible output on w is valid�

or not� It is valid� because its choice has not yet been resolved in favor of y�

but neither is the necessary lock available �since it is currently held by the

receiver on y	� nor can a state be reached by reduction� where the lock is

available again� without committing to the communication on y and turning

the lock�message to f� the only way to detect the validity of the output on w

would be by supplying a message on u from the outside and observing that

the communication on u could preempt the pending communication on y�

thus resulting in resending the required lock with state information t� An

appropriate notion of barb may therefore be given by observing processes

within �saturating contexts� but this remains to be investigated�

The same arguments as for the encoding of separate choice with reversed

order of testing also hold for the encoding of mixed choice as of Figure ��

C�� Restricted full abstraction

Let us distinguish the channels in the source language according to their us�

age as single �appear as subject in single pre�xes	 or selectable �appear as

subjects in choice�branches	� If we restrict the source language such that

communication on selectable channels is always restricted� and if we choose a

target language with synchronous output� then we get a strong full abstraction

result as a corollary of S � ��S �� for all S � S�
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